
Welcome to the wonderful world of tennis, as you may have been led to believe that it's a boring
game I have good news to tell you that it isn’t and you will have a lot of fun with it.

Let me introduce myself, I am Hammad, your fellow tennis fanatic and if I say so myself a pretty
ok tennis player as well. Self-deprecation aside, I have been playing tennis for quite a while
now, like almost 18 years, I started with my brother when I was 12 years old and we were each
other’s punching bags and tennis partners.

Most of the things that I will say and teach in this guide are my findings, and they are something
nobody told my brother or me when we were starting out. I’ll try and keep this short and
straightforward, and even though this is an E-Book, I will try and keep it under a specific limit so
that you can go back to playing rather than spend all your day in

Let's Get Started
So, tennis has piqued your interest. Maybe you saw an amazing match or maybe a buddy of
yours sent you a mind-bending tennis rally and now you really want to experience it for yourself
but you don’t know where to get started.

To start out you need mainly 5 things. Let's go over them quickly.

● A Racquet
● A Can of Balls
● Some Good Shoes
● Apparel

A Good Racquet
The best starting you can probably get as most people say is get a good enough tennis racquet.
I will say it and keep repeating it, don’t go into the game with a total beginner mindset because
then you’ll buy a bunch of beginner's equipment, and then you’ll have to keep buying a new
racquet once you start getting better.

Start with an intermediate racquet and 9 times out of 10 you’ll be very comfortable taking it to
the next level with the same racquet.

You need a racquet that has some things that need to be in check. If you don’t want to read the
specifics of what you need in a good racquet then you can just buy the one I am going to
racquet which is the Babolat Pure Aero Team, the best starting out racquet that you can get.
Has the right weight and starting out has the right amount of power and a lot of pro players even
use it without really tinkering with it.

You can get it by visiting the link here, It takes you to Amazon so you don’t have to worry about
returns or anything if you don’t like it

https://amzn.to/3owoLWk


Weight
Starting out the weight should be around 285-300 grams (~10.5 Oz). This is a sweet spot for
weight. If you find something around that range and it matches all the other checks that I am
going to give you, then you can get that racquet.

The racquet that I recommend is a 285 grams weight but when you add the string to it, it gets to
around the 300 mark which is great for playing in general.

If you get a very light racquet then it's going to cause some issues, the biggest of them will be
that you simply won’t be able to handle faster balls thrown at you. This is going to make your
game suffer when you get to the higher levels of the game so be sure to grab a little of a hefty
racquet.

If you are a senior approaching the age of like 60 plus then maybe you can grab a little lighter of
a racquet with big head size. I would recommend The ProKennex line of racquets and you can
grab this one for a pretty good price, especially with the price of racquets going up these days

Grip Size

Another easy solution, get a racquet with a smaller grip size so you can build it up if you feel like
in the future. Very easy to overlook this factor because most people don’t understand it, and I
am sure everyone, in the beginning, will overlook it as I did. When you go to Amazon or
Tenniswarehouse, you’ll see all these weird numbers in the grip size section.

To make it easy for the majority of you a grip size of 4 ¼  or 4 ⅜  is going to be the best and buy
your racquet around that range. Anything that’s too big and then you’ll start struggling because it
starts getting harder to hit the ball with topspin and you’ll hit most of your balls flat. This can be a
good thing or a bad thing depending on the type of player you get to be but most probably you
will end up learning and then loving topspin since it makes things so much easier when playing
tennis

On a lot of sites in Europe the grip sizes go from L1, L2, and forward I’ll just attach a table to
make it easy for you

Us Size European Size

4 0

4 ⅛ L1

https://amzn.to/3OHRbah


4 ¼ L2

4 ⅜ L3

4 ½ L4

4 ⅝ L5

Balance
A little technical of a spec to take into account when you see a racquet’s spec sheet. If you want
to dabble into it more, you can check this wonderful resource here from the wonderful guys over
at Perfect Tennis
https://www.perfect-tennis.com/head-heavy-head-light-and-even-balanced-tennis-racquets/.

The best thing to go for will be to get a racquet that’s on the higher side of the balance, like most
of the weight of the racquet should be focused on the lower half of the racquet which is the
handle/grip of the racquet.

Generally, a racquet with 7 or 8 points Headlight will be a great fit and when you get it strung, it
will go down to 4-5 Points HL, which is still pretty good and easy to swing around.

It will save you from getting a tennis elbow and it will be very fun to swing around and hit your
shots.If you get a racquet that is evenly balanced or maybe like 1 point HL, this will have the
benefit of bigger swing weight but will be harder to swing around and you will tire out easily in
the long run.

Let me explain it to you like this, you get a racquet with higher balance points, you’ll have the
ease of playing for longer and unless you have very strong shoulders it’ll be hard to play with a
racquet that has balance close to the head of the racquet.

String Pattern

String pattern refers to the way the string is inter-knitted inside the racquet’s head. The part that
actually strikes the ball and probably the most common to get replaced since it bends and
stretches and loosens up, so it breaks, and then you go and get it restrung, all of this knowledge
is on the website so you can go to the beginner's section of the website and learn about strings,
which is better for different scenarios and what kind of player will like what kind of string

For a beginner like you and many others I will tell you that the most common type of string
pattern is 16 x 19 and 18 x 20. 16 x 19 is known as an open string pattern, this is what I

https://www.perfect-tennis.com/head-heavy-head-light-and-even-balanced-tennis-racquets/


recommend to my students, and it's the most common string pattern these days as well.

An 18 x 20 string pattern is known as a closed string pattern and even though a lot of pros use
it, these days the game has gone on to be more power focussed than control-focused, pros use
their technique to achieve control.

While you can get a close-string patterned racquet, I would say stay away from it and get a
16x19 one. One of my most popular tennis racquet comparisons is the Pure Strike 16x19 and
18x20, and I personally loved the 16x19 very very much and it is still the racquet that I play with
constantly

So, the racquet is probably the biggest and most important investment that you will make since
most people buy a racquet and stay with it for a long while. This was the reason I wanted to take
my time explaining everything

Balls

A pretty straightforward topic to cover but a lot of beginners forget this and end up getting some
cheap knockoffs. Those knockoffs pose the danger of not only breaking your strings but can
also end up causing injury to your elbows or wrists.

Go with a recommended can of tennis balls and you will end up sticking to them.
Wilson is probably the most popular in the US, but you can also get balls from the following
manufacturers and be in the regulation zone.

● Penn
● Dunlop
● Salazenger
● Head
● Babolat
● Asics

Dunlop and head seem to be the easiest to find anywhere in the world, they have pretty much
the same weight. And I won’t bore you with the weight of a tennis ball the fur on the ball kind of
things, there are plenty of online resources from where you can see all the nitty gritty details of
tennis equipment.

Get a can of balls to start from Amazon and stay with it until it gets very plump and fails to
bounce. As a beginner you don’t need to get new balls every two days, it is just not worth it in
most cases as you’ll be doing drills and playing to just hit the ball into the court.

When you get better and play sets with other players, then you’ll need to change balls every two
days depending on the duration you play for



Shoes
Something very important, I have mentioned shoes in quite a bit of my blog posts as well. As a
beginner, I played in normal sneakers for like 5 years before I started playing in tennis sneakers

But when I changed, it changed my outlook about shoes instantly. My knees were happy and to
top it all off, my ankles suddenly stopped getting injured the way that they used to.

Tennis is a game with many twists and turns and tennis shoes are designed to help support your
ankles, so you don't twist them.

Get a good pair of shoes. I recommend going with Adidas, Asics, or Babolat. You could get any
of those brands and you will be fine, I personally love Asics. I tried their Gel Resolution brand of
shoes and fell in love with them, currently, the one that I am using is the Asics Gel Resolution 8.
I have been using this Asics line since the Gel Resolution 3 and love them

They are very light, and I feel like I am flying on the court. You can’t go wrong with light shoes,
you will enjoy playing with them

Apparel
Keep it simple, for men get some shorts and a t-shirt, just keep in mind that the shorts have
space to put balls in. The last thing you want to do is get a pair of shorts that don’t have pockets
in them, you’ll need their pockets to keep playing for longer otherwise you are going to get
frustrated

For women, a shirt is fine and then you can get one of those tennis skirts, amazon is filled with
them. They have a space to put balls in as well so you can play without the issue of one ball at a
time.

Caps, headbands, and wristbands are personal preferences. I personally have played with them
all. You get used to playing in them

At the end of this, I would like to say that to start out just play for fun. Try and enjoy, learn the
rules of the game, and watch as much tennis as you can. The things you will pick up by
watching are going to serve you well in the long run.

To get better, I would recommend getting a coach at least for the first year and a half so that you
learn the actual technique with which tennis is played and don’t look like a goofball on the tennis
court.

https://amzn.to/3BGAycd

